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Rules for
Cooperation

Mission statement
and five strategic
objectives
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Facts and Figures
The Metropolitan Region
is a voluntary association
of 11 independent towns
and cities and 23 districts.
160,000 companies
generate a gross
domestic product of 115
billion Euros
corresponding to the
economic performance
of Hungary.

One strategic object
Efficient infrastructure
for people, goods and
information
Transport Association
Nuremberg
(Verkehrsgroßraum
Nürnberg VGN)

Facts and Figures about the Metropolitan Region
Nuremberg
“We develop the transport structure for people and goods
and the infrastructure for sustainable exchange of
information.”

The 2nd largest Transport
Association in Germany
and the largest in
Bavaria
Travel the ENTIRE VGNAREA with just ONE
ticket.
VGN Tickets allow you to
take all suburban
railways, regional trains,
underground trains,
trams and buses.
The VGN cooperates with
many regional car
sharing providers. All
offer a private,
subsidized for VGNsubscription customers,
tariff. All car sharing
stations are located in
the immediate vicinity of
VGN-stops.

The largest Metropolitan Region Transport Association
- VGN
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Logistics and
Cooperation
http://www.logistikportal
-nuernberg.de

Ideally located in Europe,
in an international
transport nodal point, 8
out of the top 10 logistics
businesses are located in
the Metropolitan Region.
Basic data of Logistics
Sector
Over 100,000 employees
Located by three central
Autobahn routes.
Highly efficient Autobahn
network.
Intersections in the transEuropean Railway network.
Major shipping route of the
Main-Donau Canal.
Bayernhafen Nürnberg in
top 3 EU freight village
ranking.

Multitude of technological highlights, which makes the site
even more attractive for businesses

Medical Valley
http://www.medicalvalley-emn.de/
Germany‘s leading-edge
cluster for medical
technology, health-care,
pharma
Players from industry,
science, health care and
politics got together to
develop innovative
technologies and
services in health care.
Over 500 companies
Over 45,000 employees
Since 2007 around 100 new
companies
Origin of one in two patent
applications in the field of
X-ray technology in
Germany

Medical Valley - Germany's leading cluster for medical
technology
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Natural Park Area
The Metropolitan
Region´s area has a rich
variety of its landscapes.
Besides the sea and the
mountains, there is
actually everything.
Central mountains and
mountain forests, rolling
hills and river valleys to
lakes and pond
landscapes

Natural Park Areas in the Metropolitan region Nuremberg
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